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The development of solar energy
is far from new but its installation
as part of the roof infrastructure
is relatively new since subsidies
offered by government agencies,
such as the Fit Program, pay a
premium for the production of
power developed from rooftopmounted solar panels.
This issue’s cover of Pushing
the Envelope Canada features
roof-mounted solar panels; a new
direction taken by many building
owners across Canada. The cover
photo was provided by exp.
OBEC does not specifically endorse the editorial, products or services contained within this magazine. These products and services are
presented here as an indication of the various possibilities in the Marketplace. OBEC wishes to advise the reader that sound Building
Science Practices should be applied to any and all product or service selections. OBEC does not make or imply any warrantees as to the
suitability of any of these products or services for any specific situation. Furthermore, the opinions expressed in this magazine’s editorial
content may not necessarily reflect the opinions of OBEC.
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Message from the
President
OBEC President
Sandra Burnell, BES, B.Arch, OAA

D

riving into the office through the
pouring rain after dropping the
kids off at their first day of school
this past September, Frank Baxter, an old
roofing friend, came to mind. I pictured
the big grin that would have been on his
face as he talked about the phones ringing
off the hook.
“Who loves a rainy day more than a
roofer,” he would have wryly smiled about
this September day! Sadly, Frank is no
longer with us. An icon in Toronto’s roofing business, and Semple Gooder’s former
President, this issue is dedicated to his
memory. Although he is dearly missed by
clients, designers, contractors, suppliers
and competitors alike, Frank’s influence
continues to be felt by the roofing industry.
So as you sit back, relax and take in the
great words of wisdom contained in this
publication, please reflect on the important contributions that you too can make
to your industry. Just as Frank’s thoughts
are continuing to influence us, consider
how you and your decisions may influence
the people of today and tomorrow.
OBEC would also like to extend our
condolences to the family and friends of
Don Onysko. As a Beckie Award winner in 2003/2004, Don is recognized as
making a significant contribution to the
design, construction and performance of
the building envelope. He will be dearly
missed by his friends and acquaintances in
the construction industry as a whole.
Our cover photo, supplied by exp,
celebrates the new direction taken by
many building owners across Canada.
In addition to exploring the impact that
roof-mounted solar panels have on our
roofs, this issue of Pushing the Envelope

Canada examines reflective roof covers,
lightweight cellular concrete roof decks,
steep roofing, and green vs. white roofs.
Our construction project under review
features Toronto’s Union Station.
With Peter Kalinger moving and shaking the roofing industry, Jerry Genge’s
Gripe about balcony guards and Kim
Pressnail’s second article in the Building
a Better Tomorrow Begins Today series,
you are sure to be both enlightened and
entertained.

With air conditioning
systems operating
full-tilt during the
sweltering days
experienced this past
summer, I wonder how
many individuals can
honestly say they’ve
installed the optimum
amount of insulation in
order to minimize their
operating costs. Not
many, I expect.
With preparations for the 2014 CCBST Buildings for Tomorrow Conference
well underway, I revert back to an ancient Chinese Proverb: “Thatch your roof
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before rainy weather; dig your well before
you become parched with thirst.”
It must be ancient. Today, I would expect the proverb to say something like,
“Thatch your roof before rainy weather;
dig your well before you become parched
with thirst; insulate and air-tighten your
buildings before you are unable to afford
the utility bill.”
With air conditioning systems operating full-tilt during the sweltering days experienced this past summer, I wonder how
many individuals can honestly say they’ve
installed the optimum amount of insulation in order to minimize their operating
costs. Not many, I expect.
What about winter? Monies associated with energy loss continue to be expended with little appreciation of the

savings potential, had more conscientious
design decisions been made before the
building was constructed! What kind of
decisions, you ask? Decisions which would
have most likely cost more at the outset,
of course.
Why would one spend more upfront, if
they’re not going to share the gain in the
end, you ask? Well, from my perspective,
any decisions that conserve energy, reduce
carbon emissions and promote the retention of storm water while providing a safe,
dry environment are good decisions and
demonstrate more responsible decision
making—thoughts that are at the very core
of “A Promise to Future Generations”
(www.PTFG.com). Check it out. I’ve made
my pledge for more responsible decisionmaking. Perhaps it’s your turn?
n

Make
Your
Pledge
A

Promise to Future Generations is
a student-driven initiative that was
recently created by a group of University
of Toronto civil engineers. It was adapted from a document written by Jacques
Cousteau in the 1970s entitled “Bill of
Rights for Future Generations.”
A Promise to Future Generations is a
voluntary promise—an active choice made
by those who believe they have a duty to protect the rights of future generations to enjoy
this bountiful earth. Those who choose to
commit to this promise will participate in
a signing ceremony to declare the promise
with like-minded peers and will have their
name logged on the Promise Register.
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Up to now, the Promise has been
geared towards students in the final year
of their undergraduate studies; however,
we are encouraging university faculty,
alumni, staff and members of the industry to make this commitment and sign
the Promise with the students. Everyone
is welcome.
To download a PDF of the Promise,
go to www.obec.on.ca/ABOUT/PDF/
Promise-Form.pdf. If you would like
to join in an upcoming Promise signing ceremony or host a signing ceremony in your own organization, please
contact promisetofuturegen@gmail.
com to find out more information.

n

n
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of
Roof-Mounted Solar Panels:
What You Need To Know
About Rooftop Solar PV
By Douglas Fishburn

I

n 1986, I was listening to a National Research Council presentation in Toronto
when Dr. Laaly, one of the presenters,
announced there would be free energy for
every home. I later learned that Dr. Laaly
had been issued a patent on his invention
for PV Solar Panels.
The development of solar energy is far
from new but its installation as part of the
roof infrastructure is relatively new since
subsidies offered by government agencies,
such as the Fit Program, pay a premium for
the production of power developed from
rooftop-mounted solar panels.

The decision to build a penthouse or
locate mechanical equipment directly on
the roof is not made by the roofing contractor or consultant but by the architect
or the mechanical engineers. This decision
is primarily due to ease of design and as a
cost-saving measure. Although the roofing
contractor is not involved in this process,
he/she often must solve the constructionrelated issues and is often left to deal with
the consequences when things go wrong and
leaks develop. The use of the roof as a work
platform to locate roof-mounted equipment has often led to premature failure and

greatly elevated the difficulties and cost of
both roof maintenance and replacement.
Roofs that house extensive mechanical
equipment and are covered with solar panels are more expensive to install, and the cost
of roof replacement can be twice the cost of
initial installation. There are revenues developed by the use of solar; however, many
involved in decision-making have no knowledge of impact it will have on the roof or
the potential additional costs involved.
To help reduce the negative consequences Roofing Trade Organizations such
as the CRCA, OIRCA and NRCA are

Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
providing some guidance in the design and
installation of roofs where solar panels are
to be installed.
Manufacturers of roof membranes have
their own requirements should solar panels be installed as part of the long-term

warranty program.The installation of roof
mounted solar panels, if installed over
an existing roof without the contractor’s
or manufacturer’s permission, can nullify both contractors’ and manufacturers’
warranties.

Figure 3.
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While new buildings can be designed to
accommodate the use of solar panels, reverse engineering is employed when evaluating whether or not an existing roof is suitable for the installation of PV panels. Some
of the most important factors to consider
include:
• The load carrying capacity of the deck
and roof framing;
• The roof age and condition;
• The roof slope;
• The type of roofing system; and
• How to keep the system in place to resist
the wind loads.
Not all roofs or mounting systems are
considered equal and it is up to the designer
to consider the choices carefully. Once there
is a decision to install PV, one of the fundamental choices is whether to install a penetrating or ballasted system.
NRCA recommends the use of a penetrating system where the panels are attached through to the building’s structure
on low-slope roofing systems. This can be
accommodated by installing curbs or posts
as an integral part of the roof system.
If curbs or posts are used, they must
be designed and attached to the building
frame to withstand the live loads including

n

seismic and wind load. Fishburn Building
Sciences Group Ltd. was involved in the
design of the roof of the Ajax Operation
Centre. While both a ballasted and penetrating system where first considered, the
owner eventually chose to install the PV
system on post. The roof consisted of both
a protected membrane and green roof installed over a steel deck. The solar system
was installed over the protected membrane
system employing half-inch thermal board,
three plies of glass felt installed with SEBS
asphalt and modified bitumen cap sheet
torched into place.

together with an insulated copper sleeve
flashing that was made water-tight with
three plies of felt flashing. The system
was completed by installing a 250 gm² cap
sheet torched in place, Type IV polystyrene insulation, water permeable fabric
and gravel ballast. The post sleeve and cap
were insulated to minimize thermal bridging, and the cap was designed to cover the
top of the sleeve, eliminating the need
for future maintenance while providing a
permanent, watertight seal.
The roofing and solar mounting system
has a predicted life of between 25 to 40

n

n feature

years. Figure 1 (on page 13) shows the installation of the support post and flashings.
This design approach was adopted because
it allowed separation of the roof and solar
panel installation, which minimized the risk
and damage to the roof during solar installation. The penetrating system also allows
the impact of live and dead loads to be calculated and easily accommodated. In addition, the owners of the building expressed a
desire to have a roof that had a long service
life, required minimal maintenance and
provided easy access for inspection and repairs should they be required.

Penetrating systems
can be designed
to accommodate
almost any building
and roofing system
but due to cost and
ease of installation,
most PV systems
installed on newly
constructed or
existing buildings
are of ballasted
design.
To simplify construction and reduce
cost, structural support plates located on
top of the OWSJ were installed prior to
roofing, followed by the thermal board
and the three-ply of glass felt that was installed continuously over the plates and
across the roof, allowing the three-ply to
form a continuous monolithic membrane
that would not have occurred if the membrane had to be stopped and started at
each post. This approach resulted in cost
savings of approximately $100,000 in the
roof installation.
Following the installation of the threeply roof membrane, the membrane over
the plates was removed, the post installed

Pushing the Envelope Canada 15
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Figure 4.
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They also wanted a system that could
accommodate the installation and maintenance of the solar panels without impacting the roofing system. As designed
and installed, they met these requirements. The power conducts were designed to pass through the roof assembly
with a custom fabricated copper insulated
sleeve, which had a removal cap to allow
for the system’s original installation and
future expansion of the system. Figures 2
and 3 (on page 14) show the partial and
final installation.
Penetrating systems can be designed
to accommodate almost any building and
roofing system but due to cost and ease of
installation, most PV systems installed on
newly constructed or existing buildings are
of ballasted design. An example of a ballasted system is shown in Figure 4. Solar panels are installed on a racking system usually
constructed from aluminum and ballasted
(weighted) down to keep them in place
against the wind.
In new construction, if a ballasted PV
system is to be installed, most membrane
manufacturers require the use of thicker
membrane in the case of single-ply and

n

n
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Figure 5.
high-density cover board installed directly
under the roof membrane. This approach
is intended to provide added durability and
reduce the risk of accidental damage to the
roof membrane.
A ballasted system weighs about five
pounds per square foot. While this weight
can be easily accommodated in new construction, often, existing roofs do not have
the spare capacity to accommodate the
additional load. The weight of the ballast typically increases on the outside row
and at the end of panels as an increased
safety measure to guard them from being
dislodged by the wind. An example of the
increase in ballast is shown in Figure 5.
Changing a protected or gravel ballasted roofing system to a conventional
roof or using a modified or single-ply membrane that weighs less than the existing roof
membrane will often provide the necessary
spare capacity required for the PV system
installation.

Changing the roof system or membrane
just to accommodate solar installation may
not always be the right choice. Removing the gravel from an asphalt and gravel
built-up roof system and capping it with a
single-ply membrane can have risk, including the difficulty of finding leaks should the
roof membrane be punctured and water becomes trapped and spread beyond the point
of origin.
Sometimes, the installation of solar
panels can be integrated into the manufacturer’s long-term warranty program. To
facilitate product sales, some manufacturers
allow the installation of solar panels up to 10
years following the roof installation.
Since high rooftop temperatures can
reduce a solar panel energy output, light
colour roofs are promoted when solar
panels are to be installed. PV modules efficiencies are typically between eight and 15
per cent. The heat build-up around the PV
modules can reduce the electrical output by

0.4 to 0.58 per cent for every 1°C above its
rated output temperature (which is typically
25°C). As a comparison, a black EPDM
membrane has been measured at 80°C
(177°F) compared to a white roof at 44°c
(111°F). The air temperature in this comparison was 37°C (99°F).
While white roofs offer benefits when
solar panels are installed, having a dark colour roof in Canada is more energy efficient
than white because there are many more
days that require heating than air conditioning. Unfortunately, white roofs seldom remain white with the passage of time. Washing a roof to restore its colour raises environmental issues and seldom will the cost
of washings pay for itself in energy savings.
Not all panels and systems are, or should
be, considered equal. Economics dictate
that it is cheaper to install more panels in
less space; however, it is not in keeping with
good roofing or solar design. Panels should
be laid out and kept back from walls or
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equipment that can provide periodic shading. Panels also need to be kept back from
high wind zones on the roof, such as at the
corners and roof perimeter. The panels
need to be spaced to allow access to rooftop
equipment and for regular roof maintenance and the cleaning of roof drains.
Experience has proven that panels installed on a moderate slope can become
dislodged by a build-up of ice and snow
moving down the slope. This can result in
the panel being out of alignment one to
another. Since panels are mounted on a
pad to protect the roof membrane from
possible damage from the solar panels’
frame, the friction resistance of the pads
must be calculated into the system design.
Some solar panel manufacturers have their
system tested in a wind tunnel so that wind
resistance can be accurately calculated. In
most cases, openings need to be provided
to run electrical services to the building interior and securement of a ballasted system
will need some form of penetrating system
to secure them against seismic forces.
Roofing contractors have the experience working above grade but most solar
installers do not understand the hazards

Roofers and
maintenance
workers have
a concern for
safety when
working around
solar panels,
particularly
during wet
weather, since
the live current
provided by
PV cannot be
turned off.
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of working on the roof nor do they have
the necessary training or equipment to
provide adequate fall protection. Roofers
and maintenance workers have a concern
for safety when working around solar panels, particularly during wet weather, since
the live current provided by PV cannot be
turned off.
It was recently reported in the United
States that firefighters responding to a
roof fire let the building burn due to the
risk of firemen being electrocuted. Solar
contracts should make a provision to take
the system out of services to allow for the
roof repairs or replacement on a periodic
basis.
It is difficult to argue against the use of
rooftop solar. It represents another step
where the roofing contractor, and the roofing industry in general, is losing control
as to what happens on the roof. While it
is technically hard to argue against Dr.
Laaly that solar energy could be installed
on every home, it certainly will not be free.
If you are considering installing rooftop solar, contact the roofing contractor
or manufacturer regarding the roofing
warranty during the design phase, and

n

design the roof for solar in the first instant.
When existing roofs will not last as long as
the solar system, consider replacing the
roof prior to installing solar. Design the
system in compliance with requirements
of provincial and local municipality codes
that have jurisdiction. The roofs must
have sufficient capacity or be modified to
carry the additional loads (wind, snow or
seismic).
Keep in mind that BUR and gravel ballasted roofs typically have spare capacity
to accommodate solar if they are replaced
with lighter weight membrane systems.
The system should be located away from
roof edges, snow piling areas, trees and
overhead wires. When practical, place
the system in a way that it prevents shading from higher buildings, equipment and
adjacent panels. You should allow roof access points in case of fire, maintenance and
future roof replacement, and, where required, provide safety anchors, railings or
a travel restraint system to allow for access.
Walkways and work areas should receive additional protection to guard against
damage from roof traffic, and it is important to provide independent locked roof access so that panels can be serviced without
entering the building. You should group
wires and provide centralized service conduits to minimize trip hazard, and space
and anchor panels to accommodate snow
sliding, resist gravity and ice mass movement. Locate the PV system or elevate

PV modules and associated roof-mounted
equipment above the roof and away from
drains and valleys.
When it comes to the roofing system,
not all roofs are ideal candidates for the
installation of solar panels. Roofs should
be classified as good, better and best
based on their ability to comply with
overall design strategy. Good candidates
include roofs that have sufficient design
capacity to accommodate increased dead
or live loads without modification; siporex
and light wood decks should be avoided.

n
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Another good option is protected roof
membrane or conventional roof membrane assemblies that have been constructed with high compressive strength
and roofs that have been designed with
a positive slope for drainage. Always be
sure to use thicker membranes when installing solar on single plies.
n
Douglas Fishburn is a green roof professional and works for Fishburn Building
Sciences Group Inc. He can be reached by
e-mail at dfishburn@fishburn.ca.
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Union Station Roofing
Rehabilitation
By Thomas F. Shreeve

U

nion Station, an immediately recognizable part of the downtown
Toronto skyline, was designated a
National Historic Site of Canada in 1975.
This major transportation hub serves
some 250,000 passengers per day, linking
rail, subway and bus networks with plans
for a direct link to Pearson International
Airport. The current station opened to
the public in 1927, after a lengthy construction period interrupted by the First
World War.
The project is aptly named “The Fifth
Façade,” as the roof of the station is in
fact a façade to almost all of the surrounding buildings. Architects +VG, led by
Terry White, provided technical direction,

maintaining historical elements and correctness, efficiently dovetailed with new
technology to meet current standards and
requirements. The process has undergone
rigorous attention to detail, to ensure full
compliance with the building’s historical
designation.
The lower flat roofs surrounding the
Great Hall to the north, west and south
were constructed of bituminous roofing
materials (coal tar pitch and rag felts), laid
on a concrete-topped substrate formed
with positive slopes to drain. The sloped
roof on the Great Hall was traditional
copper batten seam roofing, applied with
proven methods and techniques. Snow/ice
and water run-off from the copper roof

is directed into large sloped to drain gutters with an exterior parapet wall, easily
accommodating local weather in the form
of rain, snow and ice. Internal drainage allows for moisture not to cause any issues
with the exterior walls or the flat roof areas below. The structural roof slope (6/12)
had a concrete topping poured over the
deck.
Twenty-five of the original pyramid
style skylights have been retained in the
retrofit program, redesigned to accommodate changes made regarding snow
loading requirements in the OBC of 2006.
A prototype completed just prior to the
Fifth Façade project, and an earlier replication of a smaller skylight—both also

A partially completed West Wing roofing assembly. Congestion (top right of photo) demonstrates site storage over the vapour barrier base
sheet, which is used as a temporary roof, while items on the finished roof are protected.
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Roofing removal underway, with the base sheet in place on the existing deck; site
constraints are evident. The final application of roofing assembly is not yet completed.
completed by Semple Gooder Roofing
Corp.—combine for a full complement of
skylights ensuring historical correctness.
Semple Gooder approached the work
with a high degree of sensitivity toward
a traditional restoration on a historical
project. The building components and
their relative degradation have indicated
where the building has struggled over

its life. Subsequently, detailing changes
have been made to address the issues
that have caused greater deterioration,
while areas that have not displayed any
significant deterioration have not had
any significant detailing changes made to
them. An example of this is on the curbs
carrying the pyramid-style skylights. Moisture breached a number of the original
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skylights over time, resulting in varying
degrees of deterioration of the associated
structural curb. Remediation of curbs was
completed, followed by membrane and
copper flashing adjusted in detailing that
divorces the skylight from the curb.
Detailing to all penetrations, as well
as all perimeters, has been executed with
great focus. Mock-ups and regular site
detailing reviews, with input from all involved parties has allowed for a high level
of workmanship, understanding and taking
into account all of the parameters necessary for long-term performance. Regularly
scheduled meetings between the contractor, architect and the sub-contractor have
assisted in identifying items that fall onto
the critical path schedule, as well as keeping submissions and reviews up-to-date.
The Fifth Façade project is one of several contracts for the renewal of Union
Station. Carillion Canada is the General Conatractor/Construction Manager,
with full interior, exterior, mechanical
and roofing system retrofits as part of
their responsibilities. Site issues have led
to scheduling of all deliveries as a result
of very limited space on-site. Material

n

storage, debris collection and removal
are further compounded by the neverending pedestrian and vehicular traffic
on York and Front Streets. Integration of
schedules between the trades has been a
challenge to all, as completion dates are
staggered on the various contracts with
numerous sub-contractors.
The existing flat roof areas were constructed of a standard graveled four-ply
bituminous pitch assembly that was not
insulated. In the retrofit, a sanded 180
gram base sheet was installed in premium
three asphalt, followed by 2’’ of composite
insulation, one ply of composite ply, and
four-ply of Type IV glass felt, all applied
in premium three asphalt. A flood coat of
rubberized asphalt and regular application of pea gravel provide the same visual
look as the original installation.
A long-term 15-year workmanship
warranty provided by Tremco, combined
with the positive slope to drain, ensure the
roofing system installed will last well into
the future. Attention to detailing on vapour barriers, insulated curbs, woodwork,
etc., have dramatically reduced or eliminated thermal bridging. Penetrations are
handled through sleeves or gooseneck,
eliminating the old style pitch pockets in
favour of maintenance-free units.
The project scope contained updated
plumbing and new drains to all of the
subject roof areas. Drains were installed
throughout the removal process and have
the vapour barrier tied into the drain
flange. Spacers make up the balance of
the roofing assembly with the roofing
membrane also roofed into the drain
flange. The upper centre block roof will
see the installation of secondary overflow
drains, which will operate should a blockage occur in the primary drain.

Due to limited storage on-site, the roofing surface has been utilized for storage
for trades, as well as a working surface for
swing stage work occurring on the West
Light Well walls. The design of the roof was
altered from a standard two-ply 15-ply vapour barrier in premium three to a sanded
180 gram base sheet. This change was the
result of input from all parties to accommodate the site, storage of various trades’
materials, as well as other trades traffic.

A flood coat of
rubberized asphalt and
regular application of
pea gravel provide the
same visual look as the
original installation.
Health and safety considerations were
also taken into account—slips and falls
on a slippery surface through the winter
months were minimized as a result. The
old roofing assembly was removed as the
new vapour barrier was installed. This acted as a temporary roof, and was repaired
as necessary before the installation of the
remainder of the roofing assembly.
Currently, plywood walkways are in
place laid on roofmate insulation to provide protection to the newly-installed
roofing assembly, as traffic and material
movements across the roof are winding
down. This approach has allowed for site
traffic to take place in the execution of
work by trades using the roof surface, yet

n
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provide the owner with a new roof that has
not been exposed to construction traffic.
Site safety has been undertaken as a
combined approach, with the installation
of scaffolding and associated railing forming part of the perimeter protection, and
perimeter guard railing of the roof providing the balance on the main flat roof
areas. The north centre roof has a parapet
wall height exceeding that of guard railing requirements. Long-term safety has
been addressed via the installation of roof
anchors. The upper-centre block roof will
see the installation of roof anchors mounted through the counter-flashing materials
of the gutter roof areas, well up from any
potential drainage issues. It will have a
cabled travel restraint system installed,
allowing users to hook onto it and move
around the perimeter of the roof.
In following with the historical designation of the building, the perimeters and
penetrations of the roof will be trimmed
in copper elements. Details have been altered from caulked terminations in horizontal stone caps to cap over flashings,
for reduced maintenance and long-term
performance. Wood blocking has assisted
in leveling and straightening substrates, as
well as providing for stable substrates for
the new roofing systems.
The challenges faced by the construction team have been dealt with in
a cooperative fashion that has recognized the input of all parties, making a
difficult project truly a team effort and
allowing all parties to stay focused on
providing the best finished design and
product possible.
n
Thomas F. Shreeve, B. Tech. (Bldg. Sc.)
is Vice-President, Admin & Est. for Semple
Gooder Roofing Corp.
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Lightweight Insulating Cellular
Concrete Roof Decks:
A Monolithic Solution
By Katharine Spavins

T

he purpose of a roof system is to protect the interior of a building from
the outside environment. Proper
roof deck slope-to-drain eliminates ponding
water—the main cause of membrane aging
and insulation deterioration leading to roof
leaks and, ultimately, roof failure.
Lightweight Insulated Cellular Concrete (LWIC) roof decks have been successfully installed for almost 60 years, yet
little is understood about this method of
both a fully slope-to-drain insulation system and a monolithic roof deck surface for
the roof membrane. Cellular LWIC Roof
Decks are a unique form of insulating flat
roofs and offer features and benefits not
found with standard roofing insulation.
A LWIC Roof Deck is comprised of two
components—cellular concrete and rigid
expanded polystyrene board insulation.
What is cellular concrete?
The definition of Low-Density Cellular
Concrete is concrete made with portland cement, water and pre-formed foam having an
oven-dry density of 50 pcf or less. The preformed foam is made from a protein-based
surfactant using a foam generator. The
foam concentrate has a chemical composition capable of producing and maintaining
stable air cells within the concrete mixture.
The firm foam used in roofing applications is a closed-cell product, making the cellular concrete a virtually impermeable lightweight concrete. The typical density of cellular concrete in roofing applications is 42pcf.
Cellular Concrete R-Value is a minimum of
R-1 per inch. Cellular concrete is manufactured on-site with bulk or bag cement and is
poured from hoses to the roof surface.
Benefits of EPS in the system
The second component to the system,
rigid expanded polystyrene (EPS) board

Pre-formed foam.
insulation, provides the majority of the Rvalue to the system at R-3.75 per inch. This
EPS attachment mechanism is via cellular
concrete; therefore, there are no insulation
fasteners or thermal bridging issues. Unlike
other ridged insulation that suffers from
thermal drift characteristics, effects of LTTR
and shrinkage resulting in an R-value loss of
up to 30 per cent, EPS does not experience
this type of heat loss. The R-value you install
is there for the life of the installation.
INTEGRAL system: How does it
work?
LWIC roof deck systems are installed on new construction or re-roofing

applications. In preparation for the LWIC
roof deck in new construction, a base sheet
membrane is installed (i.e., a sanded surface modified bitumen) when there is a
steel deck, a board is installed before the
membrane.
This first membrane layer acts as the
initial waterproofing layer to protect the
building and its interior, and as the vapour
barrier. In re-roofing applications, any existing wet insulation is replaced and the
membrane repaired to also act as the watertight vapour barrier.
The roof is now ready for the LWIC
roof deck to be installed. A slurry coat of
cellular concrete is poured and the EPS

A schematic of a LWIC roof deck system.
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Typical cell structure of cellular concrete.

board is embedded in it. The EPS boards
have bond holes in a pattern to allow the
cellular concrete to flow from the top surface through the EPS board to the bottom
slurry. Once the concrete is set, the top
pour is added, filling the bond holes and an
additional 2” of cellular concrete is placed
over the EPS.
Few roof decks have regular drainage
patterns or built-in slopes for positive
drainage. The customized slope-to-drain
is created by picture framing the drains
with stair stepped EPS. The cellular concrete top-coat is then screeded to the

drain, correcting and adjusting any field
differences between drawings and actual
rooftop conditions. The finished result
is no ponding water; it corrects drainage problems in re-roofing and provides
a sloped deck in new construction. Note,
two inches of ponded water adds 10psf
dead load.
Technical benefits and
ratings
The cast-in-place cellular concrete
completely encapsulates the EPS, creating a monolithic lightweight insulated
concrete roof deck system with high resistance to wind uplift, fire and seismic forces. The wind uplift ratings are UL class 90
and FM ratings are from 1-60 to 1-540+.
There are numerous ULC fire ratings
and it is classified as FM Class 1 and as
non-combustible.
The compressive strength of a cellular
deck is a minimum of 300 psi. No insulation
coverboard is required and the compressive strength far exceeds standard polyiso
insulation or insulation coverboards. As a
result, this insulation system is a very good
option for vegetative roof assemblies. It is
also an excellent solid base for photovoltaic systems.
Compatibility with roof
membranes
Cellular LWIC decks provide a solid
base for all roof membrane assemblies.
They are compatible with built-up roofing,
modified bitumen and single-ply roof membranes. They are approved for use by all major roofing manufacturers that have well in
excess of 100,000 assemblies listed, including mechanically attached and adhered.
For nailed base-sheet applications,
roofing membrane installation may typically begin three days after the roof deck
is cast or after a nail pull test is conducted with a minimum 40 pound withdrawal
resistance. This facilitates deck-curing
and reduces drying shrinkage.
For fully adhered systems, a peel test of
the membrane attachment should be conducted as per the roofing manufacturer’s
requirement—this is dependent on the
type of adhesive that the roofing manufacturer recommends. Typically, the building
owner will receive one guarantee that will
include both the cellular roof deck and the
roof membrane.
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A slurry coat of cellular concrete over the modified bitumen vapour
barrier.
Green for close to 60 years
No roof system lasts forever. When a
membrane fails over standard insulation
board, the entire system must be torn off
and replaced due to the deterioration of
the polyiso insulation, exposing the building’s interior. A great deal of debris must
be hauled to landfills—a costly operation
which is time consuming and ecologically
unacceptable.
A Cellular LWIC roof deck is not damaged by water. The encapsulated EPS
board is completely protected and is a
permanent insulation that lasts the life of
the building. During re-roofing of a cellular LWIC roof deck, only the roofing
membrane is replaced. This eliminates future roof insulation tear-offs and related
disposal to landfill. A cellular LWIC roof
deck with a cool roof or rooftop garden
can contribute 12 points towards LEED
Certification.
Lifecycle costing
Lifecycle costing of a roof system has
three variables that have the greatest influence on cost savings; longevity, cost of roof
replacement and cost of repairs. A Cellular
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Cellular concrete from the slurry coat filling the bond holes.

LWIC roof system is a value-added feature
relative to conventional roofing insulation
systems.
Since the LWIC system becomes a
permanent feature of the building and is
not replaced in future roof replacements,
insulation replacement costs are removed
from future roof replacement calculations. Secondly, the thermal mass of the
insulating concrete causes it to become a
heat sink beneath the roofing membrane,
having a moderating effect on temperature
changes, which cause thermal shock twice
daily—heat from the sun and cooling at
night time or by rain.
Insulation board next to and under the
roofing membrane cannot absorb this heat,
resulting in greater thermal shock, eventually causing fatigue and splits in the roof
membrane. The thermal mass effect reduces
the thermal cycling amplitude and rate, and,
in turn, the stress on the membrane.
The monolithic surface, with no seams
and fasteners, also reduces stress on the
membrane. The resultant reduction of
thermal shock and stress extends the life
of the roof membrane. The stiff substrate
of these roof decks is an excellent buffer

against traffic and movement, resulting in
less roof damage and a savings in maintenance and repairs during the life cycle.
Examples of roofs over 35 years of age
have been left in place, primed and a new
membrane placed directly over top, resulting in very large cost savings. Experience demonstrates that a modified bitumen roof overlay will cost approximately
35 per cent before inflation of the cost of
the initial roof installation. When the initial roof installation and one roof membrane replacement for an LWIC is compared to a conventional roof system over a
similar time period, the LWIC will have an
estimated 50 per cent savings in total cash
flow.
In summary, the many benefits offered
to a roofing project by a lightweight insulating cellular concrete roof deck system is
now a more understood method of providing a permanent, custom sloped-to-drain
roof insulation system.
n
Katharine Spavins is Vice-President and
General Manager of Elastizell Canada Inc.
and can be reached at (416) 217-0222 or
kspavins@elastizellcanada.com.
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Looking for Regional Materials?

Fibre Concrete Cladding Panels
Non-combustible
CAN4-S114-05 ULC-S135-04
CAN4-S102M ASTM-E-136-81

Lightweight and high strength
5lbs/ft2

40ft. lbs/in2

Unmatched exterior durability and
high ductility
Superior in strength and strength
retention to any competitive panel
Maintains appearance and strength
under all climatic conditions
Water absorption: 4.5%

Synstone fibre concrete panels consist of high strength glass fibre embedded in a proprietary
cementitious matrix. In this form, both the fibres and matrix retain their physical and chemical
identities, yet produce a combination of properties that cannot be achieved with either of
the constituents acting alone. Synstone demonstrates this with its mechanical properties.
The World’s first fibre concrete panel

A Statement in Concrete Since 1985

We provide a full range of services, Including; detailing
support, specifications, shop drawings, engineering,
installations and onsite training.

Made in Canada - Regional Material
Two manufacturing facilities, Calgary & Toronto

Zero Waste, manufactured to size
No stock size sheets

Reduced Shipping distance and
carbon footprint
Long-term durability
life span of 100 years

Maintenance free

| Synstone | Contempo | ViviD | Nature | Thermo-Shield |

Address:
2170 Dunwin Dr.
Mississauga, ON L5L 1X2
1.877.607.8304
www.synstone.com
info@synstone.com
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Steep Roofing:
An Update on Asphalt
Shingle Roofs
By Dave Miller & Andy Lodge

T

o the average Canadian homeowner, residential asphalt shingle
roofs look almost the same as
many years ago; however, behind—and
under—the scenes, there are significant
changes evolving in how Canadian roofs
are constructed and installed. Asphalt
shingles still dominate the marketplace
for all the same reasons—excellent value,
good performance, reliable resistance
to the elements, ease of installation and
maintenance, and a variety of colors and
designs to match any house style.

Domestic roofing surfaces are even being used as the platform for photovoltaic
panels in a quest to conserve and reduce
energy consumption. Asphalt shingle
roofs can be an ideal substrate for these
systems, as their inherent weight load is
relatively small compared to bulkier surfacing alternatives. The adaptability of
asphalt shingles makes a good surface
to accommodate the anchoring systems
required for various panel-type systems.
Traditionally, asphalt shingles were
made on an ‘organic’ cellulose base. Over

the last decade, fiberglass-reinforced asphalt shingles replaced organic shingles,
and are now the only type available.
They look the same and perform similarly but offer the advantages of reduced
asphalt usage and enhanced roof system
fire resistance. Previously, most homes
were roofed with mono-layer three-tab
shingles. Although three-tab shingles
are still available, nowadays, multi-layer
laminated shingles—designed to emulate
the look of shakes and tiles—are gaining
popularity.

Premium, quality fiberglass-reinforced asphalt shingles, installed properly on a sturdy, well-ventilated deck, can withstand many seasons
of harsh Canadian weather, which is why asphalt shingles remain the primary choice for residential roofing needs.
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Proper roof construction includes the use of
a membrane-type “ice and water protector”
at the eaves and other critical roof areas,
and is required by code for most roof
exposures in Canada.
Contractors like working with laminated shingles because of ease of installation; lining up the shingles is less critical
due to their random tab appearance. With
multi-layer laminated shingles, the nails
must be positioned correctly in the nail
line painted on each shingle—doing so
ensures the nails penetrate both shingle
layers, which is needed for optimum roof
wind resistance and overall shingle performance. Properly installed shingles and
augmented installation techniques can
allow for resistance to extremely strong
winds, thus allowing their use successfully
in North American coastal climates subject to hurricane wind forces.
Canadian national and provincial
building codes reference roof and shingle installations in Section 9.26 but it is
also important to consider the specific
requirements of the roofing material being installed; the code cannot adequately

prescribe all the nuances of installation for
the variety of shingles offered today. Another useful resource is the shingle application standards issued by the Canadian
Standards Association (CSA), which are
referenced in the code. In fact, the CSA
shingle application standard for asphalt
shingles on all roof slopes has just completed a technical review and the latest
update will be available soon. Since the
CSA standard is a more comprehensive
document than what the code currently
prescribes, it is hoped that the code will
one day merely defer shingle application
requirements to the CSA standard(s).
Professional associations specific to
roofing and roofing materials offer additional resources on shingle installation
and performance, such as the Canadian
Asphalt Shingle Manufacturers Association (CASMA, www.casma.ca) and
the Canadian Roofing Contractors Association (CRCA, www.roofingcanada.
com). On the CASMA site, there are 30
technical bulletins providing information
on a range of subjects, from the need for
attic ventilation, to the benefits of underlayment or the impact of hail on asphalt
shingles, to drip edge installation, etc.
These bulletins were recently revised by
the CASMA Technical Committee and,
therefore, reflect the latest industry trends
and information.
One of the latest trends mentioned in
the CASMA bulletins, and acknowledged
in the CSA standards, is the use of synthetic underlayments. Typically, underlayments function as a secondary water shedding system. Historically, this material
has been an asphalt-saturated felt (often
referred to by the misnomer “tar paper”).
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In recent years, engineered synthetic
films have become popular. Generally, the
rolls cover a much larger roof area (about
1,000 square feet), are lightweight and
easy to work with, and, being inorganic,
cannot rot or mold. The use of underlayments on shingled roofs is not required by
the code, except for roof slopes between
1:6 to 1:3, but it is strongly recommended
by shingle manufacturers, particularly
on lower slopes, where water entry due
to wind storms and other severe weather
events is possible.
Proper roof construction also includes
the use of a membrane-type ‘ice and water
protector’ at the eaves and other critical
roof areas. These eave protection membranes are required by code for most
roof exposures in Canada. Should ice
dams form at the eave, due to repeated
freeze-thaw cycles of winter snow, these
membranes seal around the shingle nails,
minimizing interior water ingress. In areas
of severe icing, experienced roofers and
homeowners will use more than the minimum eave protection required by code.
Curiously, what may appear to be a
“leak” from ice dams may often be due
to condensation or melting frost on the
underside of the roof deck. Prevention
of condensation is one of the main reasons for ensuring attics are properly and
thoroughly ventilated. An efficient ventilation system will have about half of the
intake vents at the eave/soffit area, with
the other half (exhaust) at, or very close
to, the peak/ridge of the roof.
Good ventilation minimizes and/or
eliminates the potential for condensation (and associated potential for mold
growth), aids in minimizing ice dam

One of the latest trends mentioned
in the CASMA bulletins, and
acknowledged in the CSA standards,
is the use of synthetic underlayments.
Typically, underlayments function as a
secondary water shedding system.
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formation (roof deck temperature uniformity) and avoids the potential to ‘cook’
the overlying asphalt shingles. In fact,
many shingle manufacturers’ limited warranties require proper attic ventilation for
full warranty coverage.
Ventilation and underlayment requirements also vary, depending on roof slope.
On lower slopes, additional underlayment
(two-plies) is required. Many prudent
homeowners and contractors will merely
use a self-adhering eave protection membrane over the entire low slope area. Since
the air flow in compact attics is less than
higher attics, the net free ventilating area
of the vents should be increased from the
usual 1:300 ratio of attic floor area, to a
1:150 ratio. The importance of this cannot
be overstated in the long-term performance of the roof.
Valleys are one of the most critical
roof areas and need special consideration.
The slope of a valley, by simple geometry,
is shallower than the slope of the intersecting roof planes. And since valleys
collect the run-off from those surrounding roof planes, the erosion/wear factor
is also increased. For this reason, many

shingle manufacturers recommend open
metal valleys. A metal surface in the valley
provides free and easy down-slope water
flow, minimizing the chance for leaves and
detritus to block drainage. This is an important factor when considering closed or
woven shingle valley installation options.
Even with metal valleys, it is a good
idea to perform a routine annual (or semiannual) visual inspection on your roof to
check for obstructions that may impede
roof performance. Additionally, keep
gutters free of leaves and dirt, ensure
no branches are abrading the shingles
from nearby tress or, better still, trim any
branches so they don’t contact the roof at
all. Look for loose or blown-off shingles
after any severe windstorms, and arrange
needed repairs to minimize further water
damage to the deck or attic.
A roof, which uses today’s premium,
quality fiberglass-reinforced asphalt shingles, installed as per the manufacturer’s
requirements, on a sturdy, well-ventilated deck, can withstand many seasons of
harsh Canadian weather, year after year,
with very little, if any, maintenance. Simply put, the cost-to-benefit ratio of asphalt
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shingles is very difficult to match or exceed
by any other roofing option. For this reason, asphalt shingles remain the primary
choice of Canadians for their residential
roofing needs.
Looking to the future, asphalt shingle
manufacturers are finding creative ways
to deal with old shingle removal to relieve
pressure on landfill sites, and are finding
more efficient ways to manufacture their
products. Even though asphalt shingles
may look the same, the industry is dynamic and always evolving to improve Canadian roofs. 
n
Dave Miller is Senior Manager of Codes
and Approvals for IKO Industries Ltd.
Andy Lodge is Manager of Technical Industry Affairs for IKO Industries Ltd.

Connect with OBEC

To learn more about the Ontario
Building Envelope Council, its
initiatives and how you can become
a member, go to www.obec.on.ca,
e-mail info@obec.on.ca or call our
office at (647) 317-5754.
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White or Green:
Evaluating Sustainable
Approaches to Roofing
By Matt Vervoorn

S

ustainability trends have touched
every part of the construction industry—roofing is no different.
Optimizing designs for energy efficiency
plays a big role, however as new products
become available and new systems are
updated, it can be difficult to assess the
sustainability of any technology or system.
In the roofing industry, the sustainable
trends are white (reflective) roofs, green
(vegetative) roofs, increased insulation
values and photovoltaics.
Roofs are an important part of sustainability; however, with interior energy use
(lighting and plug loads), ventilation and
infiltration, solar heat gain through windows, and conduction through walls, only
a percentage of energy is directly related
to conduction through roofs.
Green or white roofs are not the single
solution to lower energy use but they can
provide some relief during the heating
season simultaneous to other non-energy
related sustainable benefits.

A maintained green roof. Photo courtesy of chicagoismynewblog.com.
White roofs
The term white roof typically refers to
a roof membrane or white coating that
reflects solar radiation in sunlight. This
helps reduce the heat island effect by lowering the surface temperatures of the roofing membrane, which, in turn, can reduce

A cleaned and reflective white built-up roof.
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energy demands during summer months
by displacing cooling requirements. Colder climates would realize lower energy
savings as opposed to warmer southern
climates, and penalties during wintertime
heat loss are also not well understood.
The composition of roofing materials
come in many forms, including single-ply
(TPO, PVC, TPA, etc.), liquid-coating,
conventional built-up with white aggregate and adhesive, metal, and modified
bitumen. The majority of white roof installations are single-ply membrane types,
largely due to relatively low upfront cost
and quicker installation.
Green roofs
Green roofs are an attractive design
option, especially in urban areas where
land availability for parks and green space
is limited. There are two categories of
green roofs—extensive and intensive.
Extensive green roofs have a substrate
depth up to six inches and are frequently planted with a mixture of sedums and

n

drought-tolerant species. Maintenance
is minimal, although it is still required to
maximize performance, especially during
the establishment phase. Access is typically only for maintenance.
Intensive green roofs have a substrate
that is at least six inches deep, allowing for
a more diverse range of plants and small
trees. Maintenance is required for these
green roofs and weight-load considerations are a major design concern. Access
for building occupants and/or public is
generally proposed, and irrigation is generally required.
Design considerations
Important goals for any roofing project
should be optimizing the insulating value,
using the most durable membrane system
within budget. These days, white roofing
membrane can be installed cheaper than
conventional roofing; however, sustainable benefits can be compromised by reduced durability and service life of singleply roofing materials. Contrary to white
roofs, design and installation of green
roofs generally include a cost premium.
Extensive roofs may include structural
upgrades and a moderate cost premium,
whereas intensive roofs will require structural reinforcing, some form of irrigation

and considerable maintenance, resulting
in a capital cost premium and increased
operating expenses.
Some design considerations that owners and designers should think about in
the initial stages of white and green roof
design include:
• New construction vs. existing building
(structural limitations);
• Structure (wood, steel or concrete);
• Membrane durability (thickness and
adhesion);
• Weather and installation conditions
(wet, cold or dusty);
• Compatibility with adjacent materials;
• Historical performance;
• Warranty requirements;
• Building height, exposure and surrounding buildings (sun, wind, shading
or fire);
• Intended use (water collection and
filtering, urban garden, habitat protection/promotion, sitting/walking areas,
etc.);
• Budget (initial and operating); and
• Replacement strategy.
Studies suggest green roof benefits
include longer life due to waterproofing
membrane being protected from ultraviolet radiation by the growing media and
the vegetation, as well as being protected
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from thermal expansion and contraction stresses caused by daily temperature
fluctuation and seasonal changes. These
stresses cause fatigue, which will break
down the membrane, eventually resulting
in failure.
While this may be true, there could
be drawbacks with green roofs, including roof membranes not drying as quickly
or frequently as regular roofs, and is dependent on what type of membrane is installed below these green roofs—roofing
membrane compositions are not all the
same. Inverted roofs can have the same
tempering effect on the membrane without the additional weight and cost of the
green roof.
Some single-ply membranes are prone
to damage during installation and are not
considered durable material selection for
green roof applications. Some manufacturers have detailed an adhered membrane strip that overlaps the roof membrane joints. While this does appear to be
some form of redundancy, the long-term
performance required for green roofs has
yet to be demonstrated.
Single-ply systems have no redundancy
when compared to multi-ply roofing products. If single-ply membranes are selected,
fully adhered systems should be used in

An unmaintained green roof. Photo courtesy of greenrooftechnologies.com.
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An uncleaned single-ply white membrane within the first year.
lieu of mechanically-fastened systems to
improve durability and reduce maintenance. Single-ply systems result in greater
liability because of the added cost and effort to replace the system that is covered
by a growing medium and/or plants.
Typical suggestions and recommendations include enhancing the vapour barrier
with adhered membranes to provide additional robustness. The addition of an additional membrane layer (i.e., apply threeply modified bitumen membrane instead
of two-ply) is also encouraged. Drainage
(proper slopes) and membrane drying potential should be considered when specifying green roofs (whether proprietary module-type or custom built applications).
Maintenance
For white roofs, the same maintenance will be unchanged (i.e., visual review,
probe seams, thermographic scans, etc.),
but cleaning the single-ply roof membranes
will be required to ensure the reflectivity
is still functioning as intended. Increased
maintenance for single-ply systems may be
necessary, particularly for thin systems and
those that are mechanically fastened.
Maintenance for green roofs become
more complicated, both for vegetation
and the membrane itself. It is very important to control invasive, non-specified
plants on a green roof, especially during
the establishment phase. Building owners
will need specialized/qualified maintenance personnel, as green roofs only reach
their peak environmental potential when
filled with healthy vegetation.

There are several leak detection systems that work with most membrane
systems and feature electric field vector mapping, infrared scans and electric tracing and monitoring systems.
Some systems benefit from having elements incorporated into the original
design, like a conductive grid, which
makes for easier inspections following
installation.
Greenwashing and
drawbacks
Often, products will make claims
regarding sustainability benefits and
what LEED® credits they help achieve.
Heat island reduction strategies are focused at ground level (i.e., asphalt paving, sidewalks, etc.); however, white
and green roofs could be several stories above grade and, thus, lessening the
impact at the near surface area. While
images of lush, green roofs on high-rise
buildings are visually dramatic, they do
little in reducing heat island or creating
habitat. The higher the building, the less
impact the roofing system will have on
energy because it becomes an increasingly smaller portion of the envelope.
Studies show vegetative roofs reduce
the flow of heat into the building on a
hot summer day; however, those studies
compared a conventional and vegetative
roof with the same baseline insulation.
Additional vegetation increasing the
overall insulating value is not a surprise
but when taking into account the cost of
additional (or enhanced structure) and
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ongoing maintenance of planting, plus
eventual increased replacement costs at
end of service life, it will be a very long
payback in energy savings. Also, irrigation is required for most green roofs,
which leads to potential energy savings
but uses more water at the same time.
Summary
Both white and green roofs can supplement a building owner’s sustainable
approach but they need to be aware of
the upfront design considerations and
the long-term commitment following
the installation phase. Single-ply membranes are likely not worth the trade off
in durability of a conventional multiply system, in terms of energy savings.
Likewise, green roofs will not provide
payback in terms of energy savings
due to additional cost and maintenance. Building owners would be farther
ahead increasing insulation to the optimum level or considering an inverted
roofing assembly to achieve the benefits of green roofs.
Building owners looking to optimize stormwater retention and enhance views in dense urban areas will
find a green roofing system that works
for them; the decision should involve a
thorough review of options as there will
be additional cost and effort required
throughout the life of the roof. 
n
Matt Vervoorn, P.Eng., is an Associate and Building Science and Sustainability Specialist for Morrison Hershfield.
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Mover & Shaker:
Peter Kalinger
W

ith over 40 years of experience in the roofing industry, Peter Kalinger began his career working alongside his father while still in
high school. Peter currently serves as the Technical Director of
the Canadian Roofing Contractors Association and has authored numerous
articles and papers for technical and scientific journals. With a knowledge
and passion for building science, Peter was a recent recipient of the prestigious William C. Cullen Award, recognizing his lifelong contributions to the
roofing industry.

Q

What inspired you to enter the field of building science?
For lack of better wording, I was born into it. My father was
a roofing contractor and I have been in the building industry since I
was a teenager. It was because of my familiarity with it, and the fact
that I loved the business, that I decided to embark in a career that
was related to roofing.

Q

What has been your biggest accomplishment to date in building science? In the industry as a whole?
My biggest accomplishment to date just occurred this last year
when I became the recipient of the William C. Cullen Award. This
award was established to recognize the outstanding contributions
and personal commitment to the field of roofing and waterproofing,
as exemplified by the distinguished accomplishments in this field by
William C. Cullen. I am deeply appreciative of having been awarded this recognition because it really is established in memory of, and
to commemorate, one the true giants of the roofing industry.
In the industry as a whole? I think that—if anything—I have
helped to bridge the communication gap between the various parties responsible for building, constructing and designing roofs.
The industry, and the construction industry in particular as it relates to roofing, has tended to operate on almost a ‘solo type’ basis,
where every individual party responsible for the construction goes
off and does their own thing with relatively little or poor communication among each other.
One of the things that I have hopefully been able to do is make
individuals and organizations aware of the need for communication
among all parties, removing what I call the ‘divided responsibility’
that has dogged our industry for the last number of decades.

Q

What is the most exciting project that you’ve worked on?
Why?
One of the projects that I found most exciting was a research project that was conducted in just the last couple of years. It consisted
of attempting to establish, understand and quantify the effects of
air movement into roofing systems that are mechanically attached.
For many reasons, these systems are becoming increasingly popular
in Canada and throughout North America. As a result, it’s become
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clear that they behave differently from the more traditional roofing
systems that we were previously building.
This research identified some of the strengths, some of the
weaknesses and some of the considerations involved in designing
and building these roofs, making them perform as expected by the
building owners and in compliance with Canadian construction
requirements.
I would definitely say that this research project alone was the
highlight of my career in the CRCA—so far.

Q

Is there anything about the industry you wish you could
change?
For the most part, I wish that we could change the image of the
roofing industry. I don’t think that it will come as a surprise to anybody—roofing is often associated with poor performance and poor
value. This is being reflected by a number of Better Business Bureau
complaints and a number of lawsuits connected with roofing that are
currently working their way through the courts.
However, I believe that the nature of the individuals involved is
now elevated in comparison to the last number of decades, where
the roofing industry has gone from a ‘black art’ to adopting more
of a scientific approach. And because roofing is becoming increasingly more complex, we are getting a highly skilled workforce, both
in terms of the management teams and the workers themselves.
In respect to that, the image is something that I would like to see
change in terms of reflecting the reality of today as opposed to being
mired in the less than exemplary performance of the past.

Q

As a veteran of the building industry, what do you see for the
future of building science? Is there a particular path you see
the industry going towards?
Roofing was once the last thing on people’s minds and was primarily considered to be there for one simple reason—to keep the
elements out. Now, people are beginning to realize the strategic role
that roofing can play in achieving the broader socio-economic goals
of our society, such as in energy performance and sustainability.
You hear about vegetated roofs, you hear about photovoltaics
on roofing and you hear a lot about the performance of reflective

n

roofs with respect to reducing the energy consumption of our buildings. I think that is where the roofing industry is headed. Roofing
has gone from having the least consideration to being one the most
important considerations in the buildings we construct.

Q

Of all your roles in the industry, which do you find the most
rewarding and why?
I most value my role as facilitator and in getting all of the parties together. Getting the architectural design community to talk
with the contracting community. Getting the manufacturing community to develop an amicable relationship with the construction

n

n Movers and Shakers

and installation community. Getting the codes and regulations part
of the organization to recognize the needs and requirements of the
roofing industry. Getting everyone to work together in achieving
goals with a common purpose.
What is rewarding about this is the knowledge that the animosity can be set aside and, instead of being a confrontational
industry, we can become a collaborative industry. We are hoping
to invoke the pareto optimality rule, which is that things go right
where everybody is better off without anybody being worse off.
This pareto optimality is what I would underscore as being the
most rewarding to me.
n
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Genge’s
			Gripe
Just when you thought
it was safe to go out on your balcony….
By Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng., BDS, BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med

U

nless you are just returning from
a two-year sabbatical in a cave,
you must have heard about the
balcony glass episodes in Toronto. Falling glass made the news, became fodder
for satirical comedy sketches, and, now, is
the foundation for several major lawsuits.
It seems that people are just discovering
that glass breaks. Yes, that may astonish
you, but some folks are only just learning
that glass and gravity are an unwelcome
combination.
The mystery of glass breakage generated quite a flurry of activity over the past
year or so and a lot of people came up to
speed real fast. They learned that not only
does glass break, it is allowed to break.
Standards writers circa 1990 prepared
Canadian standards for tempered glass
and laminated glass (CAN/CGSB-12.1-M
90 for those who like to follow that sort of
thing) and if you will bear with me for just
a moment, I’d like to quote a section from
that standard that describes its scope.
“This standard applies to glass that has
been tempered or combined with other
materials to reduce the likelihood of injury
to persons by objects projected from an
exterior source or by glass fragments when
the glass is cracked or broken. It specifies
requirements for safety glass intended
primarily for use in doors and adjacent
glazed panels and is particularly applicable to glazed exterior/interior passageway
doors, storm (combination) doors, patio

doors, shower and bathtub doors in their
enclosures.”
I’ve italicized sections in the quote
to describe why the standard exists and
where it should apply. Let’s have a quick
look at those italicized sections in a bit
more detail.
1. “...reduce the likelihood of injury...”:
There are two aspects to this statement. The first is written right on the
face of the page and it is that following the standard reduces the likelihood
of injury. That’s reduce the likelihood,
not eliminate it altogether. Despite
the creeping socialism over the past 50
years or so that has allowed lawmakers
to protect us from ourselves through
regulations about helmets, speed limits, gap sizes, limit locks and jaywalking, presumably because we are a reckless and foolish people that crave rules
over responsibility, we have managed
to let slip through unnoticed and unattended for over 20 years a codified
regulation that says that while the we
did our best and tried to please everyone, it is possible that we wrote a standard that might allow a person to get
hurt by a piece of broken glass and that
we figured at the time that was okay.
Well, it was okay to the people who
made the standard; but, it is seemingly
not okay to people who make lawsuits.
Maybe if they made buildings, they
would understand a little better. The
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second aspect is that the standard does
not say tempered or laminated glass
won’t break. That’s right. I read every
word several times, even the French
parts, and it says how big the glass bits
can be when the glass breaks but not
that it won’t break. I guess the people
involved with balconies and glass have
secretly guarded this little gem but now
it’s all out in the open and the world
has discovered the horror that is tempered glass. Some opponents aren’t
quite ready for that reality and some
will have their day in court decrying
the perils of glass that meets industry
standards but not theirs. But let’s move
on.
2. “...objects projected from an exterior
source...”: I think that the standard
speaks for itself, “if something smashes
into a thing, the thing will smash, too.”
3. “...by glass fragments when the glass is
cracked or broken...”: That’s it; that’s
the smoking gun right there. Glass is
going to break.
4. “...safety glass intended primarily for
use in doors, etc...”: If you re-read
that whole passage, you won’t find the
words “balcony guards” anywhere.
“Aha!” you say. So designers have
been cheating! They have been quoting the wrong standard and glass balcony guards really shouldn’t break and
designers should not be citing that
standard. Sorry, but thanks for playing

n

anyway. The building code references
the old CGSB “glass can break” standard for guards on both small and big
residential buildings. So it appears.
That means glass is regulated to be
allowed to break. The problem is that
nobody really knows how much glass
breakage is normal or how much is
acceptable. For the most part, people
just swept up broken glass and put
in a new piece. There’s a whole new
gloss on glass that might fall 20 storeys
rather than just into your bathtub—
though I wouldn’t want to have to deal
with either situation myself. It’s the
not-so-new use of glass as a guard on
balconies that has made everyone see
that standard for what it really is—a
best attempt by experts to regulate a
product within reasonable bounds so
that the new guys have trouble getting
in but doesn’t change so much as to put
their own shop out of business. Alright,
that wasn’t a fair characterization; they
really just don’t want the foreign guys
to have a chance to take their clients
away with lesser quality products.
But at least all of the attention has
identified the gap between the public imperative to have the codes and standards
fully blanket us with complete protection
against the possibility of hurting ourselves
and the reality of what the codes and standards actually say. Hence, the emergency
code amendment that the Ontario Ministry responsible for the Building Code
generated from its expert panel (I still
argue it was really a “stakeholder” panel
but that’s water under the bridge).
That code amendment gives new rules
for glass materials that will (sort of) protect
us against falling pieces of glass and (sort of)
against nickel sulphide inclusion-induced
breakage. It has a few problems; it specifies
an EU-style heat soaking standard for tempered glass that is not “officially” referenced
in any Canadian codes and the changes that
were suggested were not unanimously supported (some of us wanted it to go further).
It doesn’t adequately answer significant
loading issues, like why Canada needs an
effective factor of safety against wind and
live load somewhere north of six when the
International Building Code accepts four,
or anything about vibration arising from
wind shear, or protection of glass set back
more than six inches against impact from
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But at least all of the attention has
identified the gap between the public
imperative to have the codes and
standards fully blanket us with complete
protection against the possibility of
hurting ourselves and reality of what the
codes and standards actually say.
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stuff blowing around the balcony. And
it doesn’t address the clear difference in
risk between a glass balcony guard over
a busy sidewalk and a glass guard over a
25 ft.-wide planter. But little details like
realistic wind loads, vibration, flying debris, and buffer zones aside, it at least got
the balcony industry moving again before
Cabinet took a summer holiday.
The code amendment was considered
to be an “interim” change, meaning it is
okay to have lots of holes to backfill because that will happen in the fullness of
time and given several more meetings with
people that want to revisit things already
decided. If nothing else, that sounds like a
cue for our new CSA Standard on Building

Guards. Well it’s not here yet but it will be
pretty soon—maybe a couple of years if
all the stars are aligned just right. But it is
coming and based on our first meeting, it
will be a dandy and when the model National Code adopts it (hopefully), we will
all be able to go out on our balconies again.
Except that it is unlikely that it will place
a limit on the nickel sulphide inclusions that
caused the breakage in Toronto or force
offshore manufacturers to meet a Canadian materials quality standard, or have
enough research behind it to override the
model National Code that wants Canadian
glass guards to withstand the full impact of
a sumo wrestler while they are standing on
the balcony during a hurricane. But, we live
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in hope and we love a challenge. So, when
you return from your next sabbatical, we’ll
have it all sorted out and we’ll be ready to
take on the next disaster-plaguing buildings.
Like, maybe failing green roofs, or falling
lampposts from metal fatigue, or roasted
glazing splines inside double façade walls.
Geez, I love this business!
n
Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng. C.Eng., BDS,
BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med. is Past-President of the
Ontario Building Envelope Council and has
been active in standards development, education and consulting for over 30 years. He is a
Principal of GRG Building Consultants Inc.
and ArbiTECH ADR and can be reached at
jgenge@grgbuilding.com.
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Saying Goodbye to Dr. Donald Onysko
Dr. Donald M. Onysko, a long-time member of the National Institute of Building Sciences Building Enclosure Technology
and Environment Council (BETEC), passed away September 9, 2012.
Onysko was an independent research professional and principal at DMO Associates Ltd. in Ottawa, ON, and member of
BETEC’s Board of Direction for 10 years. He graduated from the University of Manitoba with a degree in civil engineering in
1957, and received a diploma in concrete technology in 1958 and a doctorate in structural engineering in 1968 from West Virginia University, where he taught timber engineering and performed research on timber shells.
Onysko later returned to Canada, where he spent most of his career conducting research on timber structures at the Eastern
Forest Products Laboratory. In 1994, his research projects focused on material properties, structural wood system performance,
vibration performance criteria for floors and moisture performance and durability considerations of wood systems.
In 2010, Onysko was awarded the inaugural BEST Award for the Advancement of Building Science and Technology during the
BEST2 Conference in Portland, OR.
Onysko was involved with a variety of organizations, contributed to many projects over the years and will be sorely missed. He
is survived by his wife of 51 years and his children.
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Building a Better Tomorrow
Begins Today! Part II: A Time to
Stand Up, Speak Up and Lead
By K.D. Pressnail & M.F. Touchie

Rob Dumont’s Factor 9 home under construction in Regina, Saskatchewan, www.emtfsask.ca/presentations/saskatoon/08-10-01RobDumont.pdf.

I

n Part I of this series of three articles,
the twin challenges of energy and the
environment were revealed. As we
wrote in the Spring 2012 issue, “If global
warming threatens our biosphere, our industrialized economies are threatened by
the depletion of cheap oil.” So, how can
we, in the building industry, do our part to
address these twin challenges?
As suggested in Part I, “In the absence of political will or foresight that is
longer than the time to the next election,
it is time for designers and constructors to
stand up, speak up, and lead—and lead
in the best way that they can—by designing and constructing buildings that do not
waste energy.”
Buildings in Canada account for approximately 31 per cent of secondary
energy use and 28 per cent of Greenhouse
Gas emissions (GHG). Residential buildings account for approximately half of

this energy use and GHG emissions. In
the period from 1990 to 2009, residential
energy use increased by 11 per cent while
commercial-institutional (CI) increased
by 37 per cent.
In this same period, GHG emissions decreased by one per cent in residential, but
increased by 29 per cent in the CI sector
(www.oee.nrcan.gc.ca/publications/statistics/trends11/pdf/trends.pdf). The decrease
in GHG emissions in the residential sector
is due, in part, to the transition to high efficiency natural gas heating systems.
However, if we are to reduce GHG
emissions to pre-1990 levels, we will need
to energy retrofit existing buildings and
design and build better new buildings.
In Ontario, we have already established
some relatively stringent energy standards for new buildings When it comes to
housing, we are leaders in Canada thanks
to new energy provisions that came into

force in 2012. In Ontario today, we are effectively building low-rise homes to close
to the original R2000 standard. Though
we have made great strides, we need to
do better! The original R2000 energy
standard was first envisioned in the early
1980s, and made economic sense as early
as the 1990s!
In the case of new commercial and
institutional buildings, similar claims can
be made. We have made great strides but
we need to do better! Today designers of
commercial and institutional buildings
have a choice of paths. They can show
that their design follows the prescriptive
requirements of ASHRAE90.1-2010 as
modified by SB-10 Chapter 2.
Alternatively, they can show,
through energy modelling, that their
design exceeds ASHRAE90.1-2010
by at least five per cent, or that their
design exceeds the Model National
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A future generation of engineers preparing to lead. Photo by M.F.Touchie.
Energy Code by at least 25 per cent.
Given these progressive standards, what
more can a designer do?
As designers and builders, we all
should be mindful that the energy standards prescribed in the building codes,
though progressive, are only a minimum
standard. Buildings that just meet the
building code today will still have a large
impact on the environment relative to
what is achievable and economical in
low-energy design. Further, buildings
built to the energy provisions of today
will continue to impact the environment

for several generations. Over the life of
the building, that could be 100 years or
more, more than 80 per cent of the building’s impact on the environment will be
due to the operational energy used to
heat and cool the building!
Although some may believe that buildings can always be energy-retrofitted later,
improving the thermal performance of an
existing building can cost more than three
or four times the cost of constructing the
building well in the first instance, not to
mention the disruption and complexity of
working with existing construction.

Given the relative importance of operational energy over the life cycle of the
building, designers and builders should be
looking at the life cycle cost of the operational energy. Using even modest energy
escalation rates, the true costs of energy
consumption can be very revealing. By
carrying out such an analysis, returns on
investment in energy saving measures can
be estimated, and more rational energy
conservation decisions can be made.
One problem with this life cycle approach, though, is that it assumes the
“owner” will reap the returns over the life
of the building. Public owners, like hospitals and school boards, or even private
owners, like hotels, will be owners for a
long time and may be more likely to adopt
a lifecycle cost approach in making decisions about new buildings. At the University of Toronto, the average age of our
buildings is approximately 80 years.
One would rightfully expect that, at such
institutions, a lifecycle approach to energy
conservation measures would be taken in
the design of new buildings. An easy sell?
Perhaps; but the sale will be far more difficult when working with an owner who will
only “own” the building for a short period
of time. They may not be interested in a lifecycle cost approach because the savings associated with incremental costs of building
better will not be returned to their pocket.
However, as energy prices increase in the
future, low-energy buildings that are more
resilient to rising operational costs will likely
command a higher price upon resale than
buildings constructed to just meet the code.
In the end, it is time for designers and
builders to stand up, speak up and to design and build better than the minimums
established in the codes! Designers and
builders need to enlighten clients as to
both the environmental and economic
consequences of their design decisions.
Projecting the carbon impacts and lifecycle
costs should be a regular consideration if
more responsible design decisions are to be
made. By adopting such an approach, the
needs of the people of today, and tomorrow, too, will be better served.
n
K.D. Pressnail is a Civil Engineering
Professor at the University of Toronto.
M.F. Touchie is a Ph.D. Candidate
in Civil Engineering at the University of
Toronto.
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he Canadian Conference on Building Science and Technology (CCBST) provides a forum for sharing building science research,
knowledge and field experience. Traditionally, the conference has brought together architects, engineers, industry representatives and researchers to discuss building science principles and issues governing the design, construction, repair, renovation
and operation of buildings. For the past 30 years, the conference has been highly successful and has earned a reputation for showcasing
real world experiences, problem solving strategies and applied research in the study of the performance of building envelope systems.
CCBST14 will be organized and hosted by the Ontario Building Envelope Council (OBEC) on behalf of the National Building Envelope Council (NBEC).
The 14th conference theme: “Buildings for Tomorrow”
The primary goal of CCBST14 will be to present innovative ideas that will help us meet the needs of the people of today as well
as the people of tomorrow! As an industry, we face the progressive challenge of designing and building better buildings. Whether it’s
the imperative of the environment or energy, we must find ways to build a better today and tomorrow, too.
Accordingly, the conference is dedicated to revealing ways in which highly-efficient buildings can be designed and built as well as
how more sustainable and ‘greener’ technologies can be incorporated into our buildings. Given current building practices, this conference will also reveal the design and construction practices of tomorrow along with new and innovative materials that will likely be
shaped by the pressures of regulation, market transformation and sustainability.
Call for abstract submissions
You are invited to submit an abstract, no longer than 400 words, which summarizes the objectives, approach, results and conclusions of the proposed paper. Abstract forms can be downloaded by going to www.obec.on.ca/CCBST2014/ABSTRACTS/PDF/
CCBST-14TH-Conf-Abstract0-Form-OCT-2014.pdf.
Abstracts must be received by October 31, 2012 to be considered for the Conference program. Authors will be informed of the
status of their abstracts by January 31, 2013. Instructions for preparation of papers will be sent to the lead authors of accepted abstracts.
Without limiting the primary goal of the conference articulated above, we are particularly interested in papers that reveal:
• New products, systems or construction techniques for improved building enclosure performance;
• Improvements to computational models, or other design tools supported by field experience or experiment;
• Hygrothermal simulation and/or field monitoring of super-insulated building envelopes in extreme and moderate climates;
• Novel methods of management, organization or quality assurance;
• New research and revised design understanding;
• Retrofit of existing building structures to modern energy and sustainability design standards;
• Building commissioning and whole building performance verification;
• Air-tightness testing of whole buildings;
• HVAC and air tightness harmonization;
• Building science as a profession and the capacity within the building industry to meet future building demands;
• Cost-effective and practical solutions to new building construction and retrofits for existing structures that balance economics,
regulatory pressures and existing market capacity;
• Increased use of smart building technologies to operate buildings; and
• Integrating the building envelope design into the built environment.
Potential authors include architects, engineers, building scientists, contractors, developers, maintenance professionals, property
managers, technical representatives and building codes and regulatory authorities.
Important dates
• Submission of abstracts: October 31, 2012
• Notification of acceptance January 31, 2013
• Draft submissions due: July 31, 2013
• Draft acceptance notification: January 31, 2014
• Final submission due: July 31, 2014
• PowerPoint presentation (for review) submissions: September 15, 2014
For more information about OBEC, please refer to our website at www.obec.on.ca.
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